Geisel Student Government Meeting
October 7th, 2013
5:30pm-7:00pm

1. Welcome and introduce new members
   - first years introduced themselves and their positions and then the rest of the attendees also introduced themselves

2. Brief OSR-AAMC intro - Jess Fried/Larry Kuklinski
   - Larry spoke briefly about the role of the OSR and the AAMC in general and about some of their specific initiatives both at Geisel and at the national level. Dr. Davis also commented on some of the roles of the AAMC. Any questions about OSR and AAMC can be directed to Jess and Larry.

3. Explanation of positions in small groups - time for first year reps to learn from their peers who have held the same position (give curriculum reps a chance to explain the role to the new curriculum reps, etc)
   - in light of the fact that there were about as many first years as rest of attendees combined, it was decided that this would be tabled until the November meeting.

4. Complementary and Integrative Medicine Interest Group Application - Cait Parker Hopeman
   - approved as a student interest group, unanimous vote in favor

5. Good Neighbor Funding Request - Bridget Curley
   - it was decided that this request would be tabled until the November meeting and Bridget would be asked to come up with a budget of what the funds would provide, as well as to look into how the Mascoma Clinic is currently funded and to decide whether to create a larger Good Neighbor fund if a Mascoma one already exists in the budget or else to set aside some money from the SG budget for Good Neighbor projects

   - it was requested that at the beginning of the November meeting, Khushboo give an overview of the budget for the first years

6. Primary Care Month Funding Request - Yun Li
   - approved for $290 with the expectation that Yun will also reach out to the Nathan Smith Society and TDI and ask for help with funding

   - Dr. Davis presented at this point about how the faculty and administration have stepped in to design a standardized process of dealing with mistreatment at Geisel. She gave a presentation on the current process, addressing things like 3rd year clerkship surveys and opportunities to report mistreatment, who to contact in the event of mistreatment, and some data collected from the surveys/reports from students, also comparing this data to national data on mistreatment in medical schools. She noted that although Geisel 4th year exit surveys still place us higher than the national average on mistreatment, it should be noted that a large percentage of last year's
graduating class had spent 5+ years at Geisel and thus had been a part of experiences that brought about a lot of the current changes, and that we expect these numbers to continue to drop.

7. 1st year social chair discussion
- after an enthusiastic discussion with several options presented, a temporary solution was agreed upon: it was decided that Kristopher would be the interim social co-chair with Wenlu for the month of October, and that based on how things proceeded, we could bring the discussion up again in November if there was a need to reevaluate or further discuss bringing in a new first year for the position

8. Information technology officer
- Kristopher volunteered to be the ITO, and it was discussed that Alix Perry (one of the new first years) could be the interim social co-chair instead so that Kristopher could be the ITO, and the two of them were going to work this out.

9. Begin discussion of how executive board elections should run. Should entire student body vote on these positions or only SG reps?
- this discussion was tabled for a future meeting